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A new scam targeting social media users is stealing images and personal details 

to promote fake porn sites
&#39;I instantly felt sick&#39;
&quot;I&#39;m studying in the healthcare industry and one of my major concerns w

as just being able to find a job after this, if it was to escalate,&quot; she sa

id.
But instead, scammers have created fake websites imitating the recognised platfo

rm, in the hope of luring unsuspecting viewers and harvesting their credit card 

details.
&quot;In terms of setting up fake social media accounts every hour of the day, i

t&#39;s that prolific,&quot; he said.
According to Professor Lacey, social media and online platforms are not doing en

ough to protect users, or responding fast enough when reports are made.
Our rules do not allow people to create accounts for the purpose of misleading o

thers, nor do we allow pornographic content on Instagram.
He said the fake porn site scam appeared to be a nationwide problem and he urged

 victims to contact their local police station as well as report the matter onli

ne.
Online gambling&#39;s legal status in Wisconsin
The legal gambling age is 18 when purchasing lottery tickets or betting on bingo

 games.
 The age restriction may jump to 21 when visiting a land-based casino.
Are there taxes on gambling winnings?
 This includes winnings from bingo games and the state lottery.
How are online casinos regulated?
Online casinos are not legal or regulated in WI, but there is a limited way to p

lay online when visiting certain tribal land based casinos.
 These &quot;online&quot; casinos can only be accessed when on the casino ground

s.
 Also known among Chanel aficionados simply as an &quot;O Case&quot;, the Chanel

 Classic Pouch is crafted from Chanel&#39;s supple lambskin leather into a timel

ess rectangular silhouette with a top zip closure and one main compartment.
 Chanel Classic Wallet on Chain ($3,350)
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 Chanel Small Hobo Bag ($4,900)
A sound favorite among many Chanel lovers, the Chanel Business Affinity Bag also

 earns a spot on the list of the most affordable Chanel bags.
 Made of the durable Chanel caviar leather with gold-tone hardware, the bag open

s up to fabric-lined interior with multiple zipper and patch pockets.
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 And this factor adds to the reputation of this casino website since gamblers fr

om regions rely on BitStarz to boost their chances of winning online.
 Playing Jack or Better, Live Lightning, and Double Salary games will double you

r gambling fun if you are into blackjack and roulette.
 Furthermore, the casino offers one of the industry&#39;s highest withdrawal lim

its at 100 BTC.Pros
 Their speedy payouts make this user-friendly website more captivating to play y

our favorite online casino game.
Moreover, we bet Wild Casino&#39;s exclusive bonuses will compel you to make thi

s site your go-to spot for a thrilling gaming time.
Painless Banking: You can opt for many banking methods at Wild Casino.
Online casinos have become a trend to win real money and big jackpots in the com

fort of your home.
 Therefore, picking the best one can be quite demanding, but not anymore.
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